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So what’s the ‘real’ prevalence of mental ill-
health in NHS staff



Adverse mental health prevalence rates vary widely across 
studies

• 9-90% anxiety

• 5-65% depression

• 7-37% PTSD

•Mostly cross-sectional, online, frontline staff



Screening measures tend to overestimate 
prevalence estimates



A two-phase epidemiological design for a more 
accurate estimate of CMD and PTSD in 
healthcare workers

Screening tool

• General Health 
Questionnaire

• PTSD Checklist

Diagnostic interview

• Clinical Interview 
Schedule-Revised (CIS-
R)

• Clinician Administered 
PTSD Scale (CAPS)



251 healthcare workers assessed for CMD and 96 for 
PTSD using diagnostic interviews

• Half of the sample was selected based on meeting the GHQ or PCL-6 
caseness criteria at baseline

• Diagnostic interview samples comparable to the screening sample

• Diagnostic interview samples had slight overrepresentation of people 
from white ethnic background compared to NHS staff composition 
across 18 Trusts



Estimated population prevalence were calculated for 
CMD and PTSD

Use of weighing and the diagnostic interview estimates to 

ensure generalizability to healthcare workers in England



Prevalence rates were about 2-3 times lower when 
using diagnostic interviews instead of screening tools

Screening tool (GHQ-
12/PCL-6)
% (95% CI)

Diagnostic interview
(CIS-R/CAPS)
% (95% CI)

Common mental 
disorders

52.8 (51.7-53.8) 21.5 (16.9-26.8)

Generalised Anxiety 
Disorder

NA 14.3 (10.4-19.2)

Depression NA 13.7 (10.1-18.3)

PTSD 25.4 (24.3-26.5) 7.9 (4.0-15.1)



Only study we 
know off  that 

used diagnostic 
interviews in UK

• Use of administrative data to create weights (ethnicity, 
age, sex and clinical role)

• Clinical and non-clinical staff

• Comparable characteristics to NHS workforce

• Convenience sample of 18 NHS Trusts, low response 
rate to diagnostic interviews (13%)

• Framing effect – occupational studies



One in five of HCWs are likely to meet criteria for a 
diagnosable mental disorder

• Overestimation of mental disorder prevalence estimates when using 
screening measures

• Further calibration needed when using screening tools in research

• So should formal mental health screening be used in practice?



Screening – potential options

• Selection (pre-joining, pre-role)

• Health screening (post exposure)

• Surveillance (research, unit climate surveys)



The seduction of pre-screening

• Screening beforehand for “vulnerability to PTSR” is seductive

• The grandmother test is good…however other tests are very 
poor

• Historically - US Army and WW2





King’s College London – Screening research

Troops sent to 
Iraq in 2003

Follow up in 
2004

Data collected 
in 2002



Pre-role screening in police

MMPI – seven year follow up



Risk factors for PTSD
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Post incident screening

• Survey and/or face to face to identify MH problems

• Problems – advisory or mandatory MH referral

• Used by many military forces

• BUT worrying 2007 JAMA paper (US focused)

• So – POST study (n=9000, $3M USD, 3 years…)



POST Screening outcomes - MH





To conclude

• Real rates of MH ill-health much lower than ‘screening’ measures 
suggest

• Need to recalibrate screening measures used in research to reflect 
this

• No role for formal MH screening within organisational settings

• (but might work as an anonymous self-screen??)



Any Questions?- Fire Away!
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